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B S P - 30 

Sage Bhrighu’s Easy Methodology (Bhrighu Saral Paddathi) 30 

BSP- 30: ‘Rahu implements its energy in the house it is posited in the 30th year’. 

 

Let us illustrate the above technique by taking a few charts. 

 

Chart 1: Rahu in 7H 

DOB: 7-Mar-1977; TOB: 09:45:00 Hrs (+05.30 east); POB: New Delhi, India; 77 E 12, 28 N 36. 

 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Mar-2006 to Mar-2007.  

b) Rahu is posited in the 7H of life partner, conjugal happiness, business/partnerships, 

etc. Rahu is the karaka for gambling and is not aspected by any other planet. Rahu’s 

dispositor Venus is exalted in the 12H of losses/sorrows, impediments, expenses, 

investments, etc. So some event related to these significations should occur in the 

native’s 30th year.  

c) The native writes, “I was running successfully my job as Investment Broker and earning and 

the year was usual, nothing great, but suffered mentally because of my wife miscarriage and 

repeated visits to hospitals and tests.” 

d) Note that 12H and the sign Pisces also signify hospitals. Venus (7L in this chart) is 

karaka of wife and it is posited in the 12H of hospitals. 

 



Chart 2: Rahu in 6H 

DOB: 16-Mar-1966; TOB: 01:08:00 Hrs (+5.30 east); POB: Thiruvaiyaru; 79 E 06, 10 N 53. 

 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Mar-1995 to Mar-1996. 

b) Rahu is posited in the 6H of service, job, debts, enemies, sickness, etc. Mark the point 

that 6H is also 3H from 4H of home/ homeland, showing relocation from homeland. 

Rahu is 3L of change of residence. Rahu is with LL and 4L of Jupiter. This hints at 

possibility of events involving the native, his mother or his house/homeland. Observe 

the dispositor of Rahu is Venus which is posited in the 2H of family, income. 

c) The native writes, “I got a good career in a South East Asian country. Before this I was 

working in India for 8 years.” 

d) Observe, Rahu is with Jupiter which disposits 10L of career Mercury, Sun which is 9L 

of long distance travel, Mars 12L of foreign residence and Moon which is 8L of 

transformation. 

 

Chart 3: Mars in 7H 

DOB: 22-Oct-1952; TOB: 17:57:00 Hrs (+8.00 west); POB: Enterprise, Oregon; 117W16, 45N25. 



 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Oct-1981 to Oct-1982. 

b) Rahu is in the 9H of higher education/learning. The dispositor of Rahu is Saturn 

which is posited in the 5H of knowledge and education. So some event relating to 

these significations could have probably have occurred in the native’s 30th year. 

c) The native writes, “In this year I attended college classes to advance my career. In September 

1982 (in 30th year) I made history by being the first person from my country to ever be accepted 

into a certificate program and I began attendance.” 

d) Rahu is not aspected by any other planet. It is in a friendly sign and hence it gave her 

the distinction of attaining higher knowledge and learning. 

 

Chart 4: Rahu in 10H 

DOB: 10-Jun-1964; TOB: 13:30:00 Hrs (+05.30 east); POB: 82 E 01, 16 N 35. 

 
 



a) The 30th year for this native operates from Jun-1993 to Jun-1994. 

b) Rahu (6L of service) is posited in 10H of career in conjunction with 2L (Venus) of 

wealth, family, speech, etc among other significations. Also Venus is 9L of Bhagya 

(fortunes/ luck), higher education and long distance travels, since it is with Rahu the 

karaka for foreigners/ foreign land. So the native’s 30th year hints at some of the above 

events. 

c) The native writes, “In my 30th year, I got a job offer in US in Oct 1993(in 30th year) and the 

company applied for H1-Visa, my second daughter was born in March 1994, I received my H1-

Visa from the US embassy in April 1994, and I left to US in May 1994.”  

d) Observe, Rahu is with Venus a female planet. Venus is also 2L of addition to family, 

so a girl child was born. Dispositor of Rahu is Lagna and 10L Mercury in 9H with 12L 

Sun of foreign residence, 3L Mars of going away from homeland. No wonder, the 

native got a job overseas and went down to settle there in his 30th year. 

 

Chart 5: Rahu in 8H 

DOB: 18-Jan-1958; TOB: 10:17:00 Hrs (+2.00 east); POB: Bucharest; 26 E 6, 44 N 26. 

 

 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Jan-1987 to Jan-1988. 

b) Rahu is in 8H of transformations, strife, delays and dejection. Rahu is with LL Jupiter 

which hints at some significant event related to the native as well as her career 

(Karma), since Jupiter is also 10L in this chart. 

c) This chart also shows us a few additional hints we have learnt from previous articles 

published in Saptarishis Astrology’ e-Magazine. 

d) In an article by the Kid in Vol. 1 of Saptarishis e-zine, you find the aphorism “Jupiter in 

Moveable Sign (Aries, Cancer, Libra or Capricorn) will spoil/destroy/weaken/delay the 



results of 12H from it”, note that the 7H of marriage/ business partner is spoilt in this 

chart. 

e) Another BSP aphorism mentioned in earlier article of SA states that when, “When 

Mars and Saturn are conjunct in any house, at least one signification of the sign of Aries, 

whichever house it occupies, will be Spoiled/Activated/Topsy Turvy”, note that Aries is 2H 

of wealth, family and teeth for this native. Mark these above points. 

f) The native writes, “In that year I had a severe loss of calcium which affected my teeth; I had 

severe problems in my marriage, very close to the divorce; I did my best to take care of my 

health and to have a baby; the family of my husband made me suffer through many problems; 

professionally I had very many good results and I succeeded to recover my house; in that year I 

had in my hands, for the first time in my life, a book of astrology, but only for 24 hours.” 

g) Recollect, 8H is sustenance of marriage, where Rahu implements in the 30th year. The 

dispositor of Rahu (Venus) is with 6L of Sun which signifies conflicts, sickness, 

intense anguish. Rahu is with LL (Jupiter) so her health also was affected. Also, note 

that Jupiter is dispositor of Moon (Calcium), so her teeth were affected. This chart 

belongs to an astrologer from Romania. 

 

Chart 6: Rahu in the 12H 

DOB: 27-May-1966; TOB: 07:21:00 Hrs (+05.30 east); POB: Hassan, India; 76 E 05, 13 N 0. 

 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from May-1995 to May-1996. 

b) Rahu is with 3L Sun, 6L Mars, and LL and 4L Mercury in the 12H of the native. Since 

Rahu is with LL (Mercury) it could have given some health related issues to the 

native. Also note, Rahu is in 12H of exits, loss and impediments. 



c) The native writes, “In my 30th year there were three deaths in my family: Father, Mother-in-

Law, Father’s Maternal Uncles Son.” 

d) Observe, Sun is the karaka for Father and 3L is Maraka for father (being 7H from 9H 

of Father).  10H signifies Mother-in-Law of the native (4H from 7H). The dispositor 

of 12th Rahu is Venus and it is posited in the Maraka house of Mother-in-Law, i.e 11H 

(2H from 10H) in the native’s chart. 

 

Chart 7: Rahu in 2H 

DOB: 05-May-1972; TOB: 21:45:00 Hrs (+05.30 east); POB: Mandya, India; 76 E 53, 12 N 31. 

 

 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from May-2001 to May-2002. 

b) Rahu is with 8L Moon in the 2H of this native. Moon in this case is the 8L of 

obstructions, longevity, accidents, etc. Rahu is also a karaka for sudden events. The 

dispositor of Rahu is Saturn and it has gone to the 6H of intense anguish. 

c) The native writes, “In my 30th year, my husband had a minor accident while riding a two 

wheeler.” 

d) Rahu implements in the 2H of family for this native and Rahu is in the 8th from 7H. 

So husband met with an accident in the native’s 30th year. 

 

Chart 8: Rahu in 2H 

DOB: 25-Jan-1955; TOB: 03:55:00 Hrs (+02.00 east); POB: Tecuci; 27 E 25, 45 N 52. 



 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Jan-1984 to Jan-1985. 

b) Rahu is in 2H of this native. Rahu is aspected also by 4L Saturn and 2L Jupiter (taken 

retrograde from Gemini Sign). So some events relating to the 2H of family, education, 

family way, wealth, etc could have happened. 

c) The native writes that, “In that year he received a better degree in his job and assumed 

himself much more responsibly than before. The money increased a little but increased. His wife 

became pregnant with his first child after 7 years of efforts for having a baby.” 

d) Observe, Rahu disposits Jupiter the karaka for children. Jupiter has gone to the 9H of 

his Bhagya (luck / fortune) & as per late P S Sastri the 9H of children. As a result, his 

wife became pregnant with his first child. 

 

Chart 9: Rahu in 3H 

DOB: 12-Oct-1971; TOB: 12:23:00 Hrs (+03.00 east); POB: Calarasi; 26 E 10, 44 N 27. 

 
 



a) The 30th year for this native operates from Nov-2000 to Nov-2001. 

b) Rahu is in 3H with exalted Mars (LL and 6L). Since LL is involved with Rahu we can 

interpret that some health related issues may have cropped up in the 30th year. Also 

Mars is karaka of accidents. 3H is the house of short travels and Mars and Rahu typically 

form the combination for accidents (As per Nadi Astrology). 

c) The native writes, “I had a car accident (I was hit by a car on the zebra, when I was crossing 

the street, and I lost my consciousness for ½ an hour + injures and fractures). I suffered a lot 

from the sentimental point of view (crying most of the time).” 

d) The dispositor of Rahu is Saturn which is retrograde in the 7H of maraka aspecting 

the 4H of vehicles & also Saturn is also the 4L of vehicles in this chart. This Rahu and 

Mars combination in 3H aspects Moon, the karaka for mind and consciousness. The 

native was unconscious for 30 mins after the accident. 

 

Chart 10: Rahu in 8H 

DOB: 30-Dec-1943; TOB: 08:04:00 Hrs (+01.00 east); POB: Amsterdam; 04 E 55, 52 N 21. 

 
 

a) The 30th year for this native operates from Dec-1972 to Dec-1973. 

b) Rahu is 3L posited in 8H for this native. 8H signifies transformation, misery, loss and 

obstructions. The dispositor of Rahu is Moon is sitting in the 2H with 10L Mercury 

and a seperative planet Ketu. So some event relating to the native’s family or 

obstruction at her place of work can be a possibility. But note that as per BPHS 3H 

signifies parental deaths. 

c) The native writes, “My mother died in September 1973, when I in my 30th year.” 

d) Observe, dispositor of Rahu (Moon) is sitting with 10L Mercury (10H is also 7H from 

4H of Mother). So Mercury being the 7L from the house of Mother in this chart it is a 



Maraka planet is with Moon. 8H also signifies longevity and Ketu is Exit Karaka planet 

led to the demise of her Mother in the native’s 30th year.  

 

Readers are advised to rigorously test this technique with an open mind before accepting it 

and post their comments to us at admin@saptarishisastrology.com.  
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